USA 2011 – Five Go To Florida
By Simon Bennett.
The specification published for the 2011 trip to the USA was for a few days in Chicago before
heading to Florida via Washington using Amtrak’s Capitol service and the Silver Service trains to and
from Florida. It soon became apparent that the people who were interested in joining the trip were
going to forgo the Chicago option and join the trip on the Silver Service trains, using the time before
the run to Florida to catch up on the commuter railroads that serve the North East United States.
The following is an account of my travels which took advantage of a few days on my own before
meeting the other participants in Baltimore on the Saturday. (note: in line with other reports on this
site, I will list moves at the end of each day, with required traction underlined.)
Wednesday 27th April.
Thanks to a taxi which failed to collect me from home, I nearly fell at the first hurdle, however the
current Mrs. Bennett came to the rescue by running me to Barnetby Railway Station just in time to
make the 18.49 East Midlands Trains departure to Newark North Gate for an onward connection to
London Kings Cross by East Coast Trains. Thanks to an earlier train failure, East Coast services were
being delayed by around 10 minutes and my 20.02 departure from Newark finally left at 20.11,
following a fast service that had passed through the station a few minutes earlier. Additional delay
was encountered at Peterborough and arrival at Kings Cross was at 21.40, 15 minutes late. The
Heathrow Express connection I wanted to make was at 21.55 and although I can normally make the
Underground transfer to London Paddington in less than 15 minutes, I arrived at Paddington to see
the 21.55 depart without me. Thank goodness for frequent trains and boarding the 22.10 I was still
at Heathrow in time for the bus at 22.30 to take me to Harlington Corner where I checked into the
Ibis Hotel for the night.
156411

18.49 Barnetby to Newark North Gate

91114

20.02 Newark North Gate to London Kings Cross

332008

22.10 London Paddington to Heathrow T1 & 3

Thursday 28th April.
An early alarm call today but, thanks to online check in, not as early as usual on departure day. I
checked out of the hotel and walked down to Harlington Corner for the bus back to Heathrow
Central bus terminal from where it is a short walk to Terminal 3. Holding my pre printed boarding
pass for American Airlines flight 99, 7.55 to Chicago, I made a swift passage through the nonsense
that is airport security and headed for the Bridge Inn where I ate a hearty breakfast. It is quite a long
walk to the departure gates in Terminal 3 so once I finished breakfast and grabbed a few
newspapers to read on the flight, I headed to the departure gate where additional security measures
were in force. Not long after I sat down the announcement was made for boarding the Boeing 777,
and as the flight was not full, this was accomplished very quickly. The flight was early off the gate,
but thanks to the usual Heathrow congestion we did not get a take-off slot until after 8.00, still, once
in the air it was a very peaceful flight with an on time arrival in Chicago. I have written in the past
about the nightmare that can be immigration at O’Hare Terminal 5, but I am pleased to say that

there weren’t any of the usual issues and having disembarked the aircraft at 10.20 I was through
immigration and customs and on the connecting airtrain at 10.28, heading for terminal 3 and my
connecting flight to Nashville International Airport. Since 9/11 it has been necessary to go back
through security before boarding a connecting flight. This means that, within a busy airport such as
Chicago, a long queue can build up. I joined the queue and waited to have my boarding pass checked
before removing shoes, belt, wallet, loose change and handkerchief as well as the small bag of
liquids in my hand luggage and then went through the full body scanner which has become the norm
at US airports in the last few years. Once airside I could relax with a coffee and slice of cake before
boarding the, slightly late, flight to Nashville. My plan was to use the newly introduced bus from
Nashville Airport to Downtown which runs every hour and I was hoping I would still make the 14.26
departure. I needn’t have worried though as the pilot was obviously in a hurry to get to Nashville
and the scheduled 1 hour 25 minute flight took just 1 hour and 5 minutes. As an aside, it is a long
time since I needed to duck to enter an aircraft but the Embraer Regional Jet rostered for the flight
to Nashville was a lot smaller than I imagined.
Once on the ground I had a short walk to the ground transportation area from where the Nashville
Metro bus no. 18 to Downtown would depart. A very reasonable $1.60 was the fare and the friendly
driver dropped me at the corner of Broadway and 2nd Avenue from where I was able to walk down to
the riverfront and wait for the Music City Star train at 16.20. A year earlier, Nashville suffered
terrible flooding in the downtown area as the already swollen Cumberland River burst its banks
following two days of exceptional rain. On the Tuesday and Wednesday before I arrived there had
been several very big thunder storms and it was fairly obvious from the air that a lot of water had
fallen. The river was higher than normal but I am pleased to say that Nashville did not suffer a repeat
of the floods of 12 months previous.

View of the Cumberland River on Nashville’s Riverfront. The line of flags in the water denotes the normal
position of the River bank. The flags are mounted on concrete posts which form the barrier between the
th
Riverfront walkway and the river. 28 April 2011.

May 3rd 2010 and flood waters rise into Downtown Nashville. This is the intersection of Broadway and 1st with
the Nashville Riverfront Music City Star depot in the left background, under water.

This picture is looking back at the Hard Rock Cafe. The line of Newspaper vending machines is the same line
that can be seen immersed in water in the previous picture. The Music City star depot is behind where the
th
photo was taken. 28 April 2011.

During my wait for the first Music City Star departure I was able to watch the extensive river traffic
go by. Most of this comprised barges loaded with coal although some other vessels also passed. Rail
traffic was also busy on the river crossing to the West of the Downtown area, with the swing bridge
which carries the CSX Transportation mainline through Nashville being opened for river traffic and
then closed to let the trains pass. Music City Star has now been operating for 5 years and was
started on a shoestring budget. The Eastern route to Lebanon, TN was the third choice start up route
with the two leading contenders being on the North-South route operated by CSX Transportation.
Because of the traffic density on CSX no agreement could be reached between the Regional Transit
Agency and CSX over usage and so the RTA turned to the Nashville and Eastern Railroad to form a
partnership which would run the first of what is hoped to be many commuter routes into Nashville.
Something of a “hand me down” operation, the motive power comprises four ex Amtrak F40PHR
locomotives and former Chicago Metra Gallery cars. On the day of my travels the train consists were
a 2 car set and a three car set each with an F40PHR at the country end of the train. The trains start
from, and return to, Lebanon and operate peak hours only. The route has a maximum speed of
40mph so progress is stately between the stations with the 32 miles to Lebanon scheduled to take
50 minutes. Full details of services can be found at www.musiccitystar.org .

Former Chicago Metra Gallery Driving Car leads the 15.20 service from Lebanon into Nashville’s Riverfront
th
Depot. 28 April 2011.

Formerly Amtrak 399, Music City Star F40PHR 122 stands at the head of the 16.20 Nashville Riverfront to
Mount Juliet on 28th April 2011.

I took the first service of the afternoon through to Mount Juliet from where the train returns to
Nashville to form the last service to Lebanon. My next move was to travel on to Lebanon where I
had booked a hotel for the night. At 17.32, the second train came into view with Music City Star 121
in the lead.

Formerly Amtrak 398, Music City Star F40PHR 121 is at the head of the 17.05 Nashville Riverfront to Lebanon
th
service on 28 April 2011.

I had rung the Kelley Cab Company prior to leaving Mount Juliet and on arrival in Lebanon the cab
was waiting to take me to the Ramada Inn and Suites, where I was to spend the night. When
checking in I was upgraded to a Jacuzzi Room which was much appreciated after being on the move
for the best part of 20 hours. Once bathed and changed I walked down to the local Applebee’s
Restaurant for an excellent evening meal before returning to the hotel for a restful night.
Boeing 777

Flight AA99 London Heathrow Terminal 3 to Chicago O’Hare Terminal 5.

Embraer RJ145 Flight AA3963 Chicago O’Hare Terminal 3 to Nashville International Airport.
Bus service 18 Nashville International Airport to 2nd and Broadway, Nashville.
MCS122

16.20 Nashville Riverfront to Mount Juliet.

MCS121

17.32 Mount Juliet to Lebanon.

Friday 29th April.
Having spoken to the crews on the trains I travelled on the previous evening I knew that there was
only an outside chance of a new engine for the ride back into Nashville but even so, it was worth an
early alarm call just in case. I was woken by the alarm at 4.45am and after making myself
presentable I walked round to reception to check out and climb into the cab which I had arranged
would collect me at 5.20am. By 5.35am I was standing on the platform at Lebanon waiting for the
first train of the day, 5.45 Lebanon to Nashville Riverside which I took to Hermitage station. The wait
between trains was 55 minutes but sadly there was no new engine on the 6.40 ex Lebanon. Even so I
took it to Downtown Nashville and used the Music City Blue Line bus service to get to the new Music
City Central bus station where I had a light breakfast before boarding the no. 18 bus back to the
airport at 8.25am. My flight was the 11.00 Southwest Airlines service to Chicago Midway and as the
bus was all but express to the airport I was checked in and on my way through security by 9am. As
this was to be my first experience of Southwest Airlines I was wondering what to expect. A few
weeks earlier all of Southwest’s 737-200 fleet had been grounded following an incident in which part
of the roof had peeled back early into the flight and after checking the fleet, 19 aircraft had been
withdrawn from service.
I am pleased to report that the Southwest experience was quite a pleasant one. This airline definitely
has a sense of humour. The flight to Philadelphia, which was due to depart 10 minutes before my
flight to Midway, was missing a passenger. A rather amusing announcement was made as follows:
“(passenger’s name) flying to Philadelphia, this is the last call for this flight. We do love you, but we
will leave you.” Boarding was via stand numbers printed on the boarding pass but seating was a free
for all. I managed to get a centre seat between two rather attractive ladies and settled down for the
flight. The safety briefing was delivered in a “rap” style which had most passengers laughing as the
crew tried to keep up when demonstrating the life jackets. The flight itself, was smooth and without
incident and on arrival at Midway it was a short walk to the Taxi rank for a cab to the Midway Inn on
South Pulaski. I had chosen this hotel as it was close to the airport, would provide a free ride to the
airport on Saturday morning and was also a few blocks from Pulaski CTA station, which meant a
cheap and easy ride to Downtown Chicago. After checking in I walked down to the CTA station and

took an Orange Line train to Roosevelt, where I changed for a Green Line train to Clinton. This
station is the closest to Chicago Metra’s Ogilvie Transportation Center and after a short walk I was in
position to watch the afternoon’s departures from the station. I had one objective whilst in Chicago
and this was to ride with Metra F40PH 160, my last on the Union Pacific system. If it turned up early
then I was going to wander over to LaSalle Street to see if 180 and 184 were about but in the end
this was not possible. Just before 4pm 160 arrived on stock to work the 4.35pm service to Geneva.

Waiting departure time at Chicago OTC, Metra F40PH-2 160 sits with stock for the 4.35pm departure to
Geneva on 29th April 2011.

I took my seat and waited for a right time departure, taking the train out to Elmhurst for the next
train back into Chicago. Thanks to a little late running on the inbound service I did not arrive back
into Chicago until after 6pm and as the peak hour service was just about at an end I decided to go for
a beer and something to eat at the recently opened Haymarket Pub and Brewery at Washington and
Halstead. This was a great place to spend a few hours as the staff were friendly and the beer and
food was excellent. The Haymarket opened in January and is owned and run by the former head
brewer of the Rock Bottom in Chicago. I would certainly recommend a visit to this place when next
in Chicago. I made my way back to the hotel via the CTA Green Line from Clinton to Roosevelt and
Orange Line from Roosevelt to Pulaski and settled in for a restless night and another early start the
following morning.

Ready to depart Elmhurst station, Metra F40PH-2 160 leads the 4.35pm Chicago OTC to Geneva service on 29th
April 2011.

MCS122

5.45am Lebanon to Hermitage.

MCS121

6.58am Hermitage to Nashville Riverfront.

Bus service 60 7.15am Nashville Riverfront to Music City Central.
Bus service 18 8.25am Music City Central to Nashville International Airport.
737-300

Flight SW1174 11.00am Nashville International Airport to Chicago Midway.

CTA Orange Line Pulaski to Roosevelt.
CTA Green Line Roosevelt to Clinton.
Metra 160

Train 45 4.35pm Chicago OTC to Elmhurst.

Metra 152

Train 56 5.08pm Elmhurst to Chicago OTC.

CTA Green Line Clinton to Roosevelt.
CTA Orange Line Roosevelt to Pulaski.

Saturday 30th April.
Today’s alarm call was at 4.30am with the hotel shuttle booked to take me to Midway Airport at
5.00am. The shuttle car turned up at 5.10am and after a short drive I was heading through security
at the airport at 5.25am and with a breakfast from McDonalds I was sat in the departure area by
5.40am, an hour before the booked flight departure. This morning I was heading to Baltimore, using
Southwest Airlines between Midway and Baltimore BWI, for a day riding Amtrak Northeast Corridor
electrics before meeting the other four members of the party at Baltimore Penn station. A half full
flight, early boarding and an early arrival in Baltimore made the whole Southwest experience very
pleasant and I would certainly use Southwest again if necessary. The shuttle bus between the airport
and BWI Amtrak station was quick and easy to find and I was at the station a full hour before my first
move. I had pre-booked tickets for moves between BWI and Baltimore, then round trips between
Baltimore and New Carrollton which meant I could make seven trips before meeting the others. Of
note were two of the DC variant AEM7’s, 909 and 926 which were working. The DC variants are
slated for early withdrawal once deliveries of the new Amtrak City Sprinters starts in 2013 with the
current plan being to convert the body shells to “cabbage” cars for use on Northeast Corridor trains
as combined driving and baggage cars. On time running was the order of the day right up to the last
southbound move. The 3.53pm departure from Baltimore was shown as 10 late from Baltimore and
the train actually departed 15 down. Departure from BWI was 17 late which made my connection at
New Carrollton a plus zero and as we pulled into New Carrollton the northbound service was sat in
the station. I walked off the southbound, across the platform and straight onto the northbound
which promptly departed as I took my seat. Had I missed this train I would not have met the others
at Baltimore and would have had to make alternate plans to get to the Miami bound train we were
heading for.

Amtrak AEM7 electric locomotive 926 runs into New Carrollton station with Amtrak train 156 bound for
th
stations to New York Penn on 30 April 2011.

On arrival in Baltimore, Tim Howlett, Richard Morrison, Steve Bates and Richard Bishop were
waiting for me and with about 80 minutes to go before departure of the Silver Meteor to Miami we
decided to take a short walk to the Brewers Art brew pub for a few beers. Back at the station 10
minutes before departure and with our train on time we boarded the Silver Meteor and settled
down for the 22 hour ride to West Palm Beach, Fl. A required AEM7 took us to Washington Union
where two of the workhorse P42’s were waiting to take the train on. As is usual with pairs of P42’s,
one was required and one was dud. We had been unable to secure sleeping berths on this train and
on boarding we discovered why. The sleeping cars were fully occupied by cruise ship passengers who
were being transferred from New York to Fort Lauderdale and Miami to join the next leg of their
cruise. We were later to discover that most of the cruise ship passengers were from the UK and were
joining a ship which would take them around the Caribbean before heading back to Southampton.
Unfortunately, thanks to the sleeping cars being full and sleeping car passengers taking priority for
dining service, we were unable to take the planned evening meal in the dining car and settled for the
fast food from the cafe car. The rest of the evening was spent in the cafe car as it doubles for the
lounge car on Eastern Service overnight trains and around midnight we finally settled into our seats
for some sleep.
737-800

Flight SW2058 6.40am Chicago Midway to Baltimore BWI.

Amt661

Train 82 10.48am BWI to Baltimore.

Amt657

Train 155 11.40am Baltimore to New Carrollton.

Amt909

Train 140 12.37pm New Carrollton to Baltimore.

Amt659

Train 195 1.40pm Baltimore to New Carrollton.

Amt926

Train 156 2.32pm New Carrollton to Baltimore.

Amt921

Train 99 3.53pm Baltimore to New Carrollton.

Amt659

Train146 4.37pm New Carrollton to Baltimore.

Amt908

Train 97 6.20pm Baltimore to Washington Union.

Amt132+14

Train 97 (cont.) Washington Union to West Palm Beach.

Sunday 1st May.
Waking soon after 6am we discovered that the train had made steady progress through the night
and we were on time. Past experience has shown that the relationship between the Eastern Class
One railroads and Amtrak can be quite a strained one and it is not unusual to lose time due to
waiting on passing freight traffic. As the bulk of the main route to Florida is single track with passing
places then it was a great surprise when we pulled into Savannah, GA, station on time. We headed
to the diner and made a reservation for breakfast and after the train left Savannah we were able to
take our seats for a hearty meal. I breakfasted with a couple from Liverpool who were part of the
group travelling to Miami for onward travel on a cruise ship. Across the aisle from them were a
couple from Coventry so it was a little bit like home from home for the hour or so we were in the
diner. Passing from Georgia into Florida the scenery moved from dense forested land to swamp,

orange groves and industry. On time running was maintained and arrival in Orlando produced the
first real opportunity to get a photograph of the power on the train. Whilst Amtrak on board crews
are now familiar with the rules governing photography it would appear that station staff still need to
be properly briefed. As we made our way to the front and pointed cameras at the locomotive we
were shouted to stop by a baggage handler who threatened to call the Police and stated that it was
“against the law to photograph Amtrak trains.” We naturally backed down as our primary objective
was to reach West Palm Beach and ride Tri Rail service, however once he had finished his duties, and
with the blessing of the train’s Engineer, some of our number returned to the front and took their
photograph. The rest of the journey was pleasant enough and an on time arrival was recorded in
West Palm Beach. Our hotel for the next two nights was the Marriot which was less than 5 minutes
walk from the railway station and once we had checked in it was time to go and find food and drink.
This was not too difficult as the Brewzzi Brewpub chain has an outlet about 10 minutes walk from
the hotel. Excellent food and beer was taken over the next two hours although the arrival of our
main courses about two minutes after our starters had arrived was a little shoddy. A nice early
evening walk back to the hotel was taken and then it was early to bed thanks to 22 hours on Amtrak
97 and also a booked early start the following morning.
Amt132+14

continuation of train 97 Washington Union to West Palm Beach.

Monday 2nd May.
Today’s alarm call was for 3.15am. Tri-Rail runs early trains to Miami Airport with the first departure
from West Palm Beach being 4.06am. The plan was a simple one. Once we had worked out the
ticketing we were to hop down the line for the morning covering all ten diagrams into Miami Airport.
The news that the US Navy Seals had taken out Bin Laden in Pakistan was beginning to filter through
and the USA had moved to a heightened state of security and so we took the decision to be very
careful where we pointed our cameras so that we would not arouse too much suspicion. We need
not have worried though. Tri-Rail security is on the platform at every station and also checks tickets
on trains. We spoke to an officer at Boca Raton station who was very polite and understood what we
were doing. It is my belief that she radioed her colleagues to let them know what we were doing as
we were acknowledged by most and had several polite and informative conversations with security
staff along the network. These people were a credit to Tri-Rail. One unusual working of note was the
movement of empty stock coupled to a service train. The formation was 3 coaches, locomotive, two
coaches and locomotive with both locomotives powering the train. It is normal to find 5 sets stabled
at West Palm Beach overnight, however on the Sunday there were only 4 which accounts for the
unusual move to get stock north for the morning commute. Also, much to our surprise, the Tri-Rail
3-car diesel multiple unit, which was built by Colorado Railcar and lent to Tri-Rail as a demonstration
train, made a round trip from Miami Airport leaving us with only nine locomotives to get. As we
made our way south, CSX despatched a loaded stone train north with a GE C40-8 and GE C40-8W
pairing on the point. At Sheridan Street we were in position to watch Northbound Amtrak train 98,
Silver Meteor, which departs Miami at 8.50am. Sure enough, right on time, Amtrak 98 came through
with the pair of GE’s making plenty of noise.

Amtrak 98, Northbound Silver Meteor, passes through Sheridan Street Tri-Rail station on 2nd May 2011 with
two GE DASH9-P42B’s on the point.

We continued through to Miami Airport station to complete the route and made another round trip
to Metrorail Transfer to get the last of the nine Tri-Rail locomotives that were out and then headed
into Downtown Miami via the Metrorail system. This elevated railway links some of the more
deprived areas of Miami with the Downtown business district and new construction could be seen as
an extension is being built through to Miami Airport. The purpose of our visit Downtown was to have
lunch in the Gordon Biersch Brewpub, where we spent a pleasant couple of hours before returning
to Metrorail Transfer station to view the afternoon departures. It came as no great surprise that all
the locomotives that had been out in the morning were still out in the afternoon so, having waited
for a few hours, we eventually took GP49 815 back to West Palm Beach and after a quick freshen up
in the hotel, we made our way back to Brewzzi’s for our evening meal. It is customary in the USA for
large parties to be charged a gratuity of around 15% to 20% of the bill for service. A few years ago in
Los Angeles a gratuity was added to our bill when there were only four of us dining and as a result I
have always watched for similar situations. It is always advisable to check how big a party should be
before the gratuity is automatically added and this is normally on the menu. In Brewzzi’s the gratuity
is for groups of six or more but when our bill arrived the gratuity had been added even though our
party was only five people. I believe that this is tantamount to theft and of course complained
bitterly and had the amount removed. As a group we always tip well for good service and the young
lady that had served us had done a particularly good job. She would have got a well deserved and
quite generous tip but under the circumstances we left some loose change on the table and
departed. Overall our experience of Brewzzi’s, West palm Beach was a good one. Both the food and
the beer was excellent although they do seem to have some service issues. I would still, however,
recommend that if you are in West Palm Beach you visit this very pleasant restaurant and brew pub.

Rebuilt GP49H-3 815 departs West Palm Beach heading to the end of the line at Mangonia Park with a service
from Miami Airport. Six of these locomotives were rebuilt from freight units to bolster the Tri-Rail fleet. 2nd
May 2011.

Tri814 Train 601

4.06 West Palm Beach to Boynton Beach.

Tri815 Train 603

5.02 Boynton Beach to Delray Beach.

Tri810 Train 605

5.51 Delray Beach to Boca Raton.

Tri802 Train 607

6.37 Boca Raton to Deerfield Beach.

Tri805 Train 609

7.04 Deerfield Beach to Pompano Beach.

Tri817 Train 611

7.30 Pompano Beach to Fort Lauderdale.

Tri807 Train 615

8.35 Fort Lauderdale to Sheridan Street.

Tri809 Train 617

9.17 Sheridan Street to Miami Airport.

Tri807 Train 620

10.20 Miami Airport to Metrorail Transfer.

Tri811 Train 619

10.48 Metrorail Transfer to Miami Airport.

Tri809 Train 622

11.20 Miami Airport to Metrorail Transfer.

Miami Dade County Metro

Metrorail Transfer to Brickill.

Miami Dade County Metro

Brickill to Metrorail Transfer.

Tri815 Train 638

17.29 Metrorail Transfer to West Palm Beach.

Tuesday 3rd May.
Today was our day for leaving the Sunshine State and heading back North. With no engine changes
the night before it seemed safe to have a lie in and take the 8.06 train from West Palm Beach back to
Metrorail Transfer for our Amtrak departure at 11.50am. This we did and on arrival at Metrorail
Transfer we made our way to a small shop and cafe, which had a distinctly Cuban flavour to it. We
had a surprisingly nice breakfast before walking through to the Amtrak Station on 37th Street which
is, in fact, an industrial area. At the Amtrak station the Amtrak Police K-9 unit was in evidence with
the dogs and handlers making many circuits of the station and passengers before boarding
commenced. As seems to be usual with double headed Amtrak trains one engine was required and
one was dud but as this was to be home for the next 28 hours it didn’t really matter. Our choice of
Northbound train was Amtrak 92, the Silver Star, which is routed via Tampa and then later in the
journey takes an inland route through Raleigh, NC, before rejoining the route of the Silver Meteor at
Rocky Mount, NC. My four fellow companions were to leave the train in Raleigh to ride North
Carolina DOT Piedmont train service which was uprated to two round trips daily between Raleigh
and Charlotte in June of 2010. This would leave me to travel further north to Baltimore so that I
could ride Maryland Commuter trains on the Wednesday evening.

Waiting departure time at Amtrak’s Miami station are “Genesis” locomotives 195 and 205 with Amtrak 92
rd
Silver Star 11.50 from Miami to New York City. 3 May 2011.

Departure was on time and as we passed the Tri-Rail maintenance depot we could see Tri-Rail 815
hooked up to a diagnostic test rig and 812 was now coupled to a set of stock. Also on the

maintenance depot was one of the new Rotem cab cars. These are being shipped from South Korea
as a kit and assembled in Los Angeles, with the new cars for Los Angeles Metrolink. Movement from
Southern California to Florida is by rail. Finally, before joining the mainline, the train passes the
Amtrak maintenance facility where the daily trains to New York are serviced and any bad order cars
repaired. Once again an uneventful journey north had us arriving in Tampa on time. Dinner was
taken once we departed Tampa followed by a few hours in the lounge car and then bed.
Tri811 Train 617

8.06 West Palm Beach to Metrorail Transfer.

Amt195+205 Train 92

11.50 Miami to Baltimore.

Wednesday 4th May.
I woke just after 6am and looked out of the window onto a very wet North Carolina landscape. The
train had just left Hamlet and was heading through woodland which seemed quite bleak in the rain. I
dressed and made my way through to where the others had their roomettes and we made our way
down to breakfast. Passing through Aberdeen we caught sight of the Aberdeen and Rockfish
Railroad and later the Atlantic and Western was represented by a GM product of some description
but to be honest we were too busy tucking into our breakfast to take a close look. Tim, Steve and the
two Richards were now preparing to pack up ready to leave the train in Raleigh and as the train
rolled into Cary station I noticed a familiar figure on the platform. Our Canadian Correspondent, Bob
Hannaford, had flown down to Raleigh the night before and made his way down to Cary on the first
Piedmont train to meet our train heading north. Bob and I were to stay in the same Baltimore hotel
that night so I knew we would meet up at some stage but I didn’t think it would be so early. We all
made our way down the train to where Bob was sitting and said our hello’s before the others then
said goodbye as we rolled into Raleigh station a good 30 minutes early. On departure from Raleigh
Bob and I made our way to the lounge car and had a good long chat whilst watching the North
Carolina countryside roll past the window. Soon it was lunchtime, so it was back to the diner whilst
passing various Buckingham Branch Railroad locomotives in Virginia and soon after lunch we
approached Washington Union station, stopping first at Alexandria, before crossing the Potomac
River and heading into the tunnels into Union station almost an hour early. At this point I had a
decision to make. Should I leave the Amtrak train and cover MARC commuter service from
Washington or stay with the Amtrak and cover MARC from Baltimore. In the end the decision was
made for me as a required AEM7 backed onto Amtrak 92 for the journey to New York and still some
10 or so minutes early we departed for Baltimore Penn. I knew we were only a few minutes behind
the 3.23pm MARC departure from Washington Union so I kept a look out for the locomotive. MARC
had recently reissued the Penn Line timetable to add in additional trains in the peak and even out
the number of cars per train to create more overall capacity. Soon we passed a MARC commuter
train with a pair of AEM7 locomotives leading and so plans were made for the rest of the evening.
Various moves were made between Baltimore Penn, Halethorpe and Baltimore BWI Airport station
with a few surprises showing up on the way. MARC has been replacing the old fleet of diesels with
new products from Motive Power Industries. The MP36PH-3C locomotives were supposed to have
been in fleet service by now so I was more than a little surprised to find the old GP40WH-2
locomotives working either singly or paired with a MPI. There were also three of MARC’s HHP8
electric locomotives working as well as the pair of AEM7’s. By 7.15pm Bob and I had met up again at
BWI Airport station and a quick call to the hotel saw the shuttle bus picking us up in no time at all.

Amtrak AEM7 electric locomotive 936 backs on to the Silver Star for the journey to New York.
4th May 2011.

MARC AEM7’s 4900 and 4902 double head the 3.23pm departure from Washington Union Station into
Baltimore Penn on 4th May 2011.

A strange pair of bedfellows? New MARC MP36PH-3C locomotive no. 10 leads soon to be retired GP40WH-2
no. 54 at Halethorpe Station on MARC’s Penn Line. 4th May 2011.

Our evening meal was taken at the DuClaw Brewing Company, Arundel Mills, which was situated in a
large “Mall” complex. To get there we took a cab from the hotel, which took around 15 minutes and
was driven by a very entertaining old timer. With 15 beers on tap and an extensive menu available
we settled down for a pleasant evening meal and after a few hours we rang for the cab to come and
collect us and return us to our hotel.
Amt195+205 continuation of Train 92 Miami to Baltimore as far as Washington Union.
Amt936

Train 92

Washington Union to Baltimore.

MARC4900+4902

Train 443

16.50 Baltimore Penn to BWI Airport.

MARC15

Train 634

17.18 BWI Airport to Halethorpe.

MARC4915

Train 447

17.38 Halethorpe to BWI Airport.

MARC10+54

Train 640

18.04 BWI Airport to Halethorpe.

MARC69

Train 442

18.35 Halethorpe to Baltimore Penn.

MARC4913

Train 451

19.25 Baltimore Penn to BWI Airport.

Thursday 5th May.
Today was the final day in the USA. I was booked to leave BWI Airport station on the 7.21 ACELA
Express to Newark, NJ as the plan was to cover New Jersey Transit services out of Hoboken Terminal.
Bob intended to cover some morning turns on MARC and then make his way to Newark to meet up
with me. I am a fairly empty book when it comes to NJT so I knew I would be in for a good days
scooping of new engines, which it turned out to be. The ACELA was very comfortable and very quick.
I can see why it is now the choice of the business community when travelling along the Northeast
Corridor. Laptops and I-Pads were noticeable at nearly every seat and the train filled to capacity as
we made our way toward New York City. I have travelled on the ACELA Express once before, when
attending a business meeting in Philadelphia, although my view was tainted slightly as I travelled in
the First Class coach and received excellent at seat service from the on board crew. I had looked at
repeating the First Class experience on this trip but could not justify spending the additional money
over and above the $130 Business Fare that I had already paid. Arrival in Newark was on time and
with a ticket to Hoboken via Secaucus purchased I boarded the next locomotive hauled train to
Secaucus Junction and changed onto the only dud engine of the day for the run into Hoboken.

The only dud engine of the day. NJT GP40PH-2B no. 4216 heads a Spring Valley bound train at Secaucus
th
Junction. 5 May 2011.

I then made four round trips Hoboken to Secaucus Junction before making a round trip to Newark
Broad Street outbound direct and returning via Secaucus Junction. Another two round trips to
Secaucus Junction were made before taking a direct train to Newark and meeting up with Bob. We

managed a few quick drinks to celebrate Bob’s birthday and then it was time for me to head down to
Newark International Airport for my homeward flight.

New and old a Hoboken Terminal. NJT PL42AC 4006 stands next to Metro North owned but NJT operated
GP40FH-2M 4905 on 5th May 2011.

Newly purchased NJT ALP46 electric 4630 shoves a train to Dover out of Newark Broad Street station on 5
May 2011.

th

My flight home was a British Airways operated flight which I had booked through American Airlines.
This is now possible since American and BA were allowed to co-operate on routes across the
Atlantic. This has widened the number of cities which are directly accessible to customers of both
airlines and has lead to commonality of pricing, making things easier when booking, as you now have
one less airline to trawl through looking for the best deals. With the merger of Continental Airlines
and United Airlines and the advent of “Open Skies” this level of competitive co-operation can only
be a good thing. The flight was scheduled to depart from Terminal B which I am sorry to report is yet
to be finished. Duty free is pre security with purchases delivered to the departure gate. Other
souvenirs can be purchased before boarding but these are from small kiosk style vendors and not
the large shops normally found. I am sure that over time Newark will improve as a departure airport
however, one major thing in its favour was a Sam Adams bar which was built, fully stocked and
OPEN! I sat down and ordered a pint of the excellent Sam Adams Cherry wheat beer which was duly
consumed, followed by a couple more before our flight was called. I got a bit of a shock when I paid
the bill though, each pint being $9.48 or close to £6.50. OUCH! Still it was excellent. Boarding
commenced on time and without fuss and I found myself sat next to a Polish couple with their
children in the row behind. The gentleman was almost 7 foot tall and needless to say he was finding
the leg space somewhat cramped. The crew closed the doors and it was then that we noticed that
the bulkhead seats were free. The couple asked if they could transfer to the free seats, which they
did and, result, I was left with a row of three seats to myself. Soon after take-off our in flight meal
was delivered and once I had finished I lay out across the seats and slept soundly until about an hour
from Heathrow.
Amt2001+2003 Train 2154

7.21 BWI Airport to Newark.

NJT4618

Train 3720

9.37 Newark to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4216

Train 1620

9.48 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4104

Train 1111

10.38 Hoboken to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4106

Train 1652

11.15 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4001

Train 1255

11.35 Hoboken to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4100

Train 1622

11.49 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4213

Train 1115

12.38 Hoboken to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4027

Train 1624

13.16 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4194

Train 1259

13.35 Hoboken to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4107

Train 62

13.50 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4114

Train 877

14.17 Hoboken to Newark Broad Street.

NJT4638

Train 6648

15.02 Newark Broad Street to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4901

Train 64

15.30 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4210

Train 1625

16.39 Hoboken to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4129

Train 1630

16.49 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4905

Train 57

17.40 Hoboken to Secaucus Junction.

NJT4023

Train 1120

17.59 Secaucus Junction to Hoboken.

NJT4150

Train 1175

18.20 Hoboken to Newark.

NJT4648

Train 3281

19.43 Newark to Newark International Airport.

Boeing 777

Flight AA6149 23.05 Newark International (EWR) to Heathrow T5.

Friday 6th May.
Arrival at Terminal 5 was on time but our aircraft was placed on the hard standing meaning busses
to the arrivals area. Despite this I managed to make the 12.27 Heathrow Express to Paddington and
was at Kings Cross with plenty of time to spare for the 13.35 departure to Leeds. Changing at
Doncaster, I was on the 15.42 to Barnetby, the final leg of my Trans Atlantic journey and with the
family there to meet me off the train I was thrown straight back into family life, taking the kids to
their swimming lesson.
332005

12.27 Heathrow T5 to London Paddington.

91127

13.35 London Kings Cross to Doncaster.

185109

15.42 Doncaster to Barnetby.

This was another excellent trip, covering many different parts of the USA. It would be wrong of me
to hail the trip a complete success as I cannot and will not, speak for my fellow passengers. They did
all enjoy themselves though and are now looking forward to the 2012 trip, details of which can be
found in the “Rail Trips” section of www.usabyrail.co.uk .

